Abstract-In this paper, two analytical methods are presented to investigate the soft information evolution characteristics of a soft-input soft-output (SISO) linear equalizer and its application to the design of turbo equalization systems without the reliance on extensive simulation. Given the channel and a SISO equalization algorithm, one method explored is to analytically compute the bit-error rate (BER) of the SISO equalizer in two extreme cases (no and perfect a priori information) from which a BER transfer characteristic is estimated. The second approach is to compute the mutual information [a key parameter of the extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) chart] at the two end points of the EXIT function. Then, by modeling the SISO equalizer BER transfer and EXIT functions as linear, some of the behavior of linear turbo equalization, such as how the BER performance can be improved as iterations proceed, can be predicted. Further, soft information evolution characteristics of different linear SISO equalizers can be compared and the usefulness of iterative methods such as linear turbo equalization for a given channel can be determined. Compared with existing methods for generating EXIT functions, these predictive methods provide insight into the iterative behavior of linear turbo equalizers with substantial reduction in numerical complexity.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of communication systems encounter intersymbol interference (ISI) during transmission of digital information. To combat ISI, receivers are often equipped with an equalizer and use error correction codes to remove residual errors after equalization. In conventional solutions, equalization and decoding are often disjoint (see Fig. 1 ), which is usually suboptimal in terms of minimizing bit-error rate (BER). After the discovery of turbo codes [1] , the turbo principle has been adopted in a variety of communication systems to solve these problems jointly [2] - [4] . The result, turbo equalization, was proposed [5] as a method for joint equalization and decoding, where soft-input soft-output (SISO) equalization and decoding operations are iteratively combined through the exchange of soft information. The soft information can be in the form of probabilities, a priori log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) defined as for , or functions of these, such as soft symbols defined as . This iterative exchange of soft information enables substantial gains beyond those obtained from separate equalization and decoding [5] - [13] .
Recently, successful application of the turbo principle has motivated a number of results on the analysis of turbo decoding and turbo equalization [8] , [14] - [19] . Many such analysis methods have investigated the convergence threshold of iterative decoding algorithms in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by monitoring a single parameter across multiple iterations. This parameter is assumed to capture the salient characteristics of the behavior of the SISO blocks which are employed in turbo receivers. Such parameters include mutual information between a given transmitted symbol and the associated LLR computed in the SISO decoders [8] , [14] , [15] , estimated noise variance [16] , the probability density function of the LLR [17] - [19] , and a number of other related metrics [15] .
A major drawback of such analysis methods is the reliance on extensive computer simulations in order to obtain the necessary single parameter mapping functions. In this paper, the evolution characteristics of two such parameters (BER and the mutual information between the transmitted symbol and its associated LLR) in linear SISO equalization are estimated without running these extensive simulations. Given channel knowledge and a time-invariant set of equalizer coefficients, the BER of the linear SISO equalizer is derived in the two cases where no and perfect a priori LLRs are available to the SISO equalizer. Another approach we consider is to analytically compute the mutual information between the transmitted data and their LLRs at the two end points of an extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) function. By using the end-point values, the SISO equalizer BER transfer and EXIT functions are approximated as linear [8] , [15] and the evolution characteristics are predicted for all iterations. Based on these approaches, convergence behavior of the turbo equalizer can be investigated, different linear SISO equalizers can be compared in terms of BER and mutual information transfer characteristics, and the efficacy of linear turbo equalization can be determined for a given channel without running long simulations. Hence, the presented methods are useful in designing a practical linear turbo equalizer for a given channel. This paper is organized as follows. We begin with a brief review of linear turbo equalization and a single parameter tracking Fig. 1 . Conventional communication system, in which the equalization algorithm (shown as a DFE) and the decoding algorithm operate separately, andx ,ĉ , andû are the estimates of x , c , and u , respectively. method for analyzing iterative equalization and decoding algorithms, with an example EXIT chart in Section II. In Section III, methods for investigating the BER and mutual information evolution characteristics of the linear SISO equalizer are presented. We then present the usefulness of the proposed methods in choosing turbo equalization parameters, and simulation results are provided in Section IV.
II. LINEAR TURBO EQUALIZATION
This section describes linear turbo equalization and the single parameter-based analysis tool, or the so-called EXIT chart [14] . Throughout this paper, we assume binary phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation, but extension to higher order modulation is straightforward and described in greater detail in [8] and [9] .
The original turbo equalization scheme [5] used a maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) detector for channel equalization with a MAP decoder for the error control code. However, the complexity of such MAP-based turbo equalization can be prohibitive for modulation formats with modest spectral efficiency and large delay spreads [6] - [9] . To overcome this problem, several low complexity approaches [6] - [9] have also been proposed by replacing the MAP SISO equalizer with a lower complexity linear SISO equalizer such as an ISI canceller [6] , [7] or minimum mean-square error (MMSE) equalizer or approximations to these [8] , [9] . This new class of iterative equalization and decoding algorithms has been called linear turbo equalization, which can combat ISI with a higher degree of computational efficiency, even in the presence of long channel memory and high spectral efficiency modulation schemes and, hence, is considered in this paper.
A. Linear Turbo Equalization Algorithm
Consider the communication system depicted in Fig. 1 , in which the receiver contains a decision feedback equalizer (DFE) and a separate decoder. The transmission and receiving tasks are applied to blocks of data bits of length . The data bits are encoded yielding the coded sequence of length , where is the code rate of the encoder that the interleaver permutes in time. The mapper maps these code bits to BPSK modulated symbols that are transmitted over an ISI channel corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). The channel output is given by (1) for a linear, time-invariant channel with impulse response of length and additive noise sequence of variance . In a conventional DFE-based receiver, where equalization and decoding are disjoint, the DFE computes the estimates based on the channel observations and the past hard decisions from the slicer (decision device) as follows: (2) where and are the number of taps in the feedforward and feedback filters, respectively, and and are their respective filter coefficients. The slicer outputs are then processed to yield bit estimates by the channel decoder. Here, the equalizer coefficients can be computed via many design criteria, including the MMSE or least mean-square (LMS) criteria [20] , for example.
We now consider a general structure for a linear turbo equalizer, shown in Fig. 2 , which can be used to describe a number of different turbo equalization algorithms by a suitable choice of (possibly time varying) filter coefficients and and soft symbols [6] - [9] . In comparison with a conventional DFE-based receiver, an important difference in the linear turbo equalizer of Fig. 2 is the exchange of soft information (log-likelihood ratios or functions of these) between the linear SISO equalizer and the SISO decoder and subsequent iterative processing in this feedback loop. The SISO equalizer produces the LLR on each symbol as (3) where is the conditional probability density of the estimate . The LLRs , are then passed through the de-interleaver and input to the SISO decoder as a priori LLRs , , on each coded bit (4) where , and refers to the interleaving operation of Fig. 2 . In turn, the SISO decoder attempts to further improve the LLRs on the coded bits [7] . If is the updated LLR sequence from the SISO equalizer, then the a posteriori LLR for the th bit is given by
Several algorithms exist for computing or approximating this output a posteriori LLR; see [21] for details. The decoder output LLR , which is passed back to the SISO equalizer to form the iterative loop, can be computed by subtracting the a priori LLR from (6) In the so-called "turbo principle" [4] , the term on the left is called "extrinsic information," and has the a priori information removed from it, since this information was already known to the equalizer. Such processing is well known in turbo algorithms and prevents early limit-cycle behavior. The updated is passed through an interleaver and used as input to the soft symbol mapping block in Fig. 2 . The LLRs updated by a SISO decoder in the previous iteration are converted to the soft symbol values by taking a statistical expectation under the assumption of independent LLRs. The interleaving allows for this independence assumption, assuming efficient interleaving [8] and large block size.
In analogy to the conventional DFE and since the mapping is invertible, we compute soft symbols, given by (7) which are fed back to the linear SISO equalizer, rather than the hard decisions (produced by quantizing ) used in the traditional DFE. Doing so enables additional information exchange (or cooperation) between these two SISO blocks. As soft information is circulated via this algorithmic loop, more reliable soft information produced in one SISO block helps the other to improve. Thus, as iterations proceed, better performance can be achieved in terms of BER and the process can be terminated using one of a number of possible termination criteria [22] - [25] .
In the linear SISO equalizer, the channel outputs and soft symbols are processed as follows: (8) where is usually set to zero when generating the estimated symbol to avoid the short feedback cycle of soft information; this is analogous to the so-called extrinsic information used in turbo decoding and MAP-based turbo equalization [5] , [8] . Note that the feedback filter can have both causal and noncausal taps where the noncausal taps can be used starting from the second iteration of the turbo equalization procedure, since it operates in a batch mode, as described. There are several algorithms in computing and ; see [6] - [9] , [26] , and [27] for details.
B. EXIT Charts
In this section, we introduce a useful analysis method for turbo receivers, which traces the evolution of a single parameter through multiple iterations. The EXIT chart [14] is one such method, which attempts to track the mutual information between the transmitted symbol and its LLR computed in SISO blocks [8] , [14] , [15] . In ten Brink's original approach [14] , empirical density functions are used to compute the mutual information and between input/output LLR and (for equalization) or (for decoding), respectively. Mutual information has been shown to predict the convergence behavior better than a variety of other proposed measures [8] , [14] , [15] .
In EXIT chart analysis [8] , each constituent SISO block can be modeled as a transfer function for this single parameter. In order to obtain the transfer functions, the LLR of each bit is modeled as a collection of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables whose values at each bit position form an independent realization [8] , [14] , [17] , [18] . The LLRs , , , and are i.i.d. samples of random variables , , , and , respectively. These random variables are reasonably well approximated (and often modeled) as i.i.d. with a Gaussian density exp (9) where is the variance of the LLR random variables [18] . Since the conditional probability density functions (PDFs) of and are each assumed to be a function of a single parameter , the equalization and decoding blocks can be depicted as a single-parameter transfer function of or , as shown in [8, Fig. 6] . Thus, in existing analysis methods based on EXIT charts [8] , [14] , the random variables of input LLR are assumed to have distribution exp . Then, for a range of values of and for each distribution empirically generated and determined by , a histogram of the output LLRs is generated based on extensive simulations, where the step size in each such histogram measurement must be sufficiently small. The PDF of the random variables of output LLRs is then estimated for the SISO equalizer and decoder from this histogram. Mutual information and can then be computed numerically using log log (10) Note that and , imply no, and perfect, a priori LLRs, respectively, and and indicate the least and the most reliable output LLRs, respectively. Thus, when , no further iteration is warranted. Fig. 3 shows an example of a turbo equalization EXIT chart, where we have selected the channel with system function and used a recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) encoder with generator polynomial . Note that the output LLR becomes more reliable ( increases) as the input LLR becomes more reliable ( increases) in the SISO equalizer. Considering both the equalizer and decoder EXIT functions jointly in a single EXIT chart, the iteration process can be visualized as a trace between the two EXIT functions by setting and . For this example, if the equalizer generates LLRs with in the first iteration, then the decoder improves output LLRs with . This computation can be traced by the arrow-line staircase plot in Fig. 3 , and, after three iterations, the condition, and corresponding algorithmic convergence, is nearly achieved. Note that in order for this graphical depiction of convergence to succeed in achieving the point, a "tunnel" between the two EXIT functions of the equalizer and decoder must appear and guide the iterative trajectory to point. The conventional method for obtaining an equalizer EXIT function as in Fig. 3 involves extensive open-loop simulation(or sampling) of the input-output relationship for the SISO devices. In Fig. 4 , we depict the procedure explained in [8] for sampling this input-output relationship in which samples of are drawn along with samples of and the resulting measured PDF of is used in numerically computing (10) . If samples of are generated for points of an EXIT function, the required number of computations is proportional to equalization histogram measure . To be statistically sufficient, is usually much greater than , where is the alphabet size. Further, given a channel impulse response, the SISO equalizer EXIT function must be recomputed (through numerical integration of the extensive simulation-based histograms) for different equalization algorithms or for varying channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Hence, the computational complexity will be . 1 In the next section, we present two analytical methods to investigate the evolution characteristics of LLRs of the linear SISO equalizer in terms of BER and mutual information with approximately complexity, implying a substantial reduction in the required computational complexity for the generation of the EXIT functions.
III. ANALYSIS Fig. 5 depicts the two analytical approaches we explore for investigating the evolution characteristics of BER and mutual information in SISO linear equalization. We first describe a method to derive the BER that would be achieved from quantizing the estimates . We then derive the PDF of the output LLR and compute the equalizer output mutual information . In order to derive the BER and at the two extremes corresponding to no a priori and perfect a priori LLR cases, an equalized channel model is considered as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In the first iteration, no a priori LLR is available . Hence, leads to so that . Two analysis methods are proposed in this paper. One computes the BER at the equalizer output at the two end points of a BER transfer curve. The other derives a PDF at the LLR mapping output for analytically computing mutual information between the transmitted symbol and its associated soft information at the two end points of an EXIT chart. the feedback path can be neglected, and we have an equalized channel as in Fig. 6 . After convergence, perfect a priori LLR is supposed to be available to the receiver, leading to the condition . Thus, the equalized channel can be depicted as in Fig. 7 . Using these two equalized channel models, we derive the BER and compute the mutual information at these two end points.
A. BER Derivation
For a given channel impulse response and equalization algorithm, i.e., a time-invariant set of filter coefficients, Fig. 6 depicts the equalized channel model in the first iteration. The responses of the channel and the equalizer are combined such that the output power spectral density can be written (11) where is the input power spectral density and is the power spectral density of the noise process , which is assumed white, i.e., . 
Using
, then (15) where has a Gaussian density, exp . The error region is shifted depending on the sign of the residual ISI . Thus, the BER after the first iteration (no a priori LLR available) can be computed using (15) .
We use a similar approach to find the BER of a linear SISO equalizer for the perfect a priori LLR case . If is the equalizer output, we have (16) We can express the BER as (17) where is a vector of transmitted symbols since perfect a priori LLR is available to the SISO equalizer and . It should be noted that of (15) has different sample values from that of (17) . Given a symbol alphabet size , the computation of (15) and (17) needs operations. Thus, as the lengths of the channel response and equalizer filter are increased, the complexity may be large. However, in many practical applications, most of the energy of the equalized channel response will be concentrated around a single tap of . Then, by considering only a few taps around the main cursor which contains, say, more than 95% energy of , the complexity may be greatly reduced with a small loss in precision. More discussion on this complexity issue and simulations will be presented in Section IV to demonstrate this method.
Once the BER is computed using (15) for the first equalization pass and (17) for perfect a priori LLRs, we note that the BER transfer function can be assumed to be an increasing function of the input BER provided by the previous SISO decoder iteration, and, hence, the transfer function can be approximated via linear interpolation between the two end points as shown in Fig. 8 , where it should be noted that both axes are shown in log scale. By projecting this interpolated transfer function onto an empirically determined decoder BER transfer function, the convergence behavior can be investigated. As shown in Fig. 8 , where SNR log , the decoder output BER at the convergence point is about for SNR dB, which enables us to measure SNR required to achieve a given BER (simulation results will be demonstrated later). Further, we can conclude that at least three iterations are needed for reaching the convergence point. We note that due to the linear approximation, there is a small discrepancy between the conventional (simulation based) and the predicted (linearized) BER transfer functions, where offsets are most noticeable in the intermediate iterations. Thus, the predicted BERs at intermediate iterations may be optimistic. We note that the deviation from the conventional BER transfer function to the linearized one is relatively small and actually smaller than the deviation from the closed-loop iterations to the open loop trajectory computation. Therefore, most of this deviation arises from the inaccuracy of the Gaussian assumption of (9) on LLRs as opposed to the inaccuracy of the (23; 35) , an example linearized BER transfer chart is plotted using the derived BER formula and linear interpolation for a block size of 65536, where the superscripts E and D refer to equalization and decoding and the subscripts i and o denote input and output, respectively. Note that, prior to the first iteration, the BER given in the no a priori LLR case is equal to 0.5.
linearization. Comparisons with simulation results are also provided in Section IV. In Fig. 8 , note that while the BER is monotonically decreasing for each constituent device (equalizer/decoder), the equalizer output BER may be larger than the equalizer input BER (the decoder output BER at the previous iteration). This is not a problem since the improved decoder BER helps the equalizer to lower its next iteration output BER as shown in Fig. 8 .
B. Mutual Information Computation
To investigate the evolution characteristics of the mutual information between and , the two end points of EXIT functions, and , respectively, are considered. As shown in Fig. 6 , for the first iteration, the estimated symbol after equalization can be expressed as in (13) . Thus, the equalized channel can be modeled as a scalar gain and scalar additive distortion as in Fig. 9 . By approximating the LLR mapping as a functional form as would be for the case of a memoryless channel with AWGN or in the case of perfect equalization [14] , we can estimate the mutual information at these two end points. Since perfect equalization is approached as iterations proceed, the approximation improves. Using this mapping, the LLRs of the linear SISO equalizer outputs become (18) where the LLR values are identical to those in the AWGN channel case if , , or equivalently perfect equalization. The PDF of is assumed to also have a Gaussian distribution with mean and variance (19) where denotes the random variables whose samples are . Note that, as iterations proceed, (19) provides more consistent LLRs. This is because the variance becomes close to twice the mean as the conditions and are achieved. However, in the low SNR or in the first few iterations, consistent LLRs are not generated by SISO equalizers. The assumed Gaussian distribution leads to the following approximation to the distribution of conditioned on exp (20) Since is the function of neighboring symbols of and is independent of , (20) Since and are independent, , and , we can express in terms of (24) Using (24) in (22), we obtain log (
The term in (25) can be written as (26) and, hence, (25) becomes log log (27) which can be used to compute the mutual information at one end point, i.e., at the no a priori LLR point. In order to compute the mutual information at the other end point (for perfect a priori LLRs), is equal to . Therefore, by replacing of Fig. 6 by of Fig. 7 , the mutual information can also be computed using (27) . Note that the ISI samples are different at these two end points (in case of no a priori LLR, , and, in the other case, because the overall channel responses after equalization are different. In order to evaluate (27) , operations are required for an alphabet size of . As mentioned in Section III-A, by considering only a few taps containing, say, more than 95% energy of , the computational complexity may be reduced with negligible error, as will be demonstrated in Section IV.
Once the mutual information is computed at the two end points ( and ), we note that the EXIT functions for linear SISO equalizers appear to be well modeled as linear [8] , [15] , [19] , and, hence, the equalizer EXIT function can be interpolated linearly between these two values. This estimated equalizer EXIT function is projected over the decoder EXIT function, which is determined numerically given the encoder polynomial [14] . Hence, given channel knowledge, linear equalizer coefficients, and the empirically determined decoder EXIT function, the convergence behavior of a linear turbo equalizer can be investigated without the need for extensive simulations of the equalizer. By tracing the equalizer and decoder EXIT functions as explained in Section II-B, we can see whether the turbo equalization procedure will reach the desired operating point or not. For example, as shown in Fig. 10 , where the desired operating point is assumed to be , the iterative procedure is shown to reach the desired point with three iterations, where simulation and analysis results are close but do not match perfectly at the second iteration (the BER transfer chart in Section III-A has the same phenomenon) due to the linearization errors.
C. Discussion
For purposes of discussion, we considered three static channel models (channel , , and ) throughout this paper is a "good" channel with only mild ISI, has "medium" ISI (strong spectral null near ), and has "severe" ISI (strong spectral null near ) [20] . An RSC encoder with generator polynomial and a random interleaver with are considered. Fig. 11 shows linearized equalizer BER transfer and EXIT functions for three different channels. We note that the slope of the two linearized BER transfer and EXIT functions of a linear SISO equalizer provides a measure of potential improvement via iterative turbo equalization in terms of BER and mutual information. When the slope of the transfer function is steep, there is more room for improvement as iterations proceed (e.g, channels and ). This is because more reliable input a priori LLRs (greater value and smaller BER ) produces more reliable output a posteriori LLRs (greater value and smaller BER ). However, for a "flat" equalizer EXIT function (channel ), better input a priori LLRs make little difference in generating output posteriori LLRs. Thus, simply by estimating two end points of these BER transfer and EXIT charts, we can estimate the potential effectiveness of a turbo equalizer for a given channel. For channels and , more detailed analyses are carried out. First, Fig. 12(a) shows linearized BER transfer functions for channel for different SNR values. By observing the point at which the equalizer and decoder transfer functions cross, the equalizer or decoder BERs after convergence can be predicted. As shown in Fig. 12(b) , we see that the decoder BER gradually decreases as the channel SNR is increased. Note that this behavior is different from that of iterative decoding of turbo codes, where the BER performance curve has a "waterfall" shape after a certain SNR threshold is reached [1] , [14] . In turbo decoding of parallel concatenated codes, two decoder EXIT functionsare jointly plotted in an EXIT chart, and, hence, if the SNR is greater than a certain threshold, the output BER sharply drops and creates a waterfall region since the tunnel between those two decoder EXIT functions becomes sufficiently wide and the convergence point reaches (as shown in [14, Fig. 6] ). However, in the case of turbo equalization, the slopes of the equalizer BER transfer and EXIT functions are not as steep as that of the decoder transfer function, leading to noticeably different behavior as a function of SNR. For example, there may or may not be a similar waterfall region depending upon the channel impulse response. As such, the notion of an SNR threshold may not be appropriate for turbo equalization. However, SNR required for achieving a given BER may be more appropriate measure. As shown in Fig. 12(a) , the decoder function sweeps from 0.5 to , but the equalizer falls from 0.2 to 0.02. Thus, if these two different characteristics are jointly considered in a BER transfer or EXIT chart as shown in Fig. 12 , the BER will only gradually improve as SNR is increased.
The simulated BER performance supports this predicted BER behavior as shown in Fig. 12(b) , with some slight differences in the low SNR region. This mismatch may be caused by deviations in the PDF of from that assumed while the decoder BER transfer function is empirically obtained under the Gaussian assumption of (9). Fig. 12(c) compares two cumulative density functions when . The solid line refers to the CDF numerically obtained from computer simulations. The dashed line refers to the CDF of a Gaussian distribution given the mean of . As shown in Fig. 12(c) , there are mismatches between the assumed and simulated CDF, which may contribute to the prediction errors observed in the low SNR region of Fig. 12(b) . The linearized EXIT functions are also presented in Fig. 12(d) . Note that the mutual information (which is a function of BER) after convergence changes rapidly at around 0 dB and then is gradually improved for SNR dB, which is supported by Fig. 12(b) . Although there is a long tunnel between the equalizer and decoder EXIT functions for SNR dB, the points at convergence does not approach , as observed in turbo decoding [14] . Hence, the BER is only gradually improved as shown in Fig. 12(b) . Note that the linearized EXIT analysis approaches provide less insight into behavior near convergence than the linearized BER transfer chart does since the linearized BER transfer chart can identify the resulting BER at convergence directly. Using a mapping from mutual information to BER as in [8] may provide a similar, though less intuitive, approach.
For channel , Fig. 13(c) shows the linearized EXIT functions for different SNR values. We can predict three distinct regions of BER performance. When SNR dB, the linearized EXIT chart converges at a small value of , which implies high BER. When dB SNR dB, a narrow tunnel guides the convergence point to approach , which implies BER is improved sharply, creating a waterfall region as in the turbo decoding case. For SNR dB, the BER is improved gradually again as the SNR is increased. This analysis is well in line with the simulated BER curve shown in Fig. 13(b) , where for dB SNR dB, the BER drops sharply. This behavior is different from that observed for channel since the slope of an equalizer transfer function is different. The predicted BER performance after convergence can also be predicted from the linearized BER chart shown in Fig. 13(a) and is plotted along with simulated BER in Fig. 13(b) , where mismatches are again noticeable in the low SNR region. Since these linearized transfer function analyses are asymptotic (in that the independence assumptions on LLRs become valid for an infinite-length ideal interleaver [8] , [14] ) and approximate [in that is assumed to follow (9)], we expect such deviations for finite block sizes in practice.
We observe that similar to SNR threshold behavior for turbo codes, SNR requirements can be estimated through these linearized BER transfer and EXIT charts, such that given a desired decoder (equalizer) BER, the required channel SNR to obtain it can be determined. For example, if the desired decoder BER after convergence is , the required SNR for channel would be 9 dB as shown in Fig. 13(a) , which is verified in simulation results [ Fig. 13(b) ].
IV. APPLICATIONS
In this section, the efficacy of the linearized BER transfer and EXIT chart analysis methods are presented and results of their application to specific scenarios are verified through computer simulations. For computer simulations, we employ an RSC encoder at the transmitter with generator polynomial . The coded bit stream is first passed through a random interleaver followed by a BPSK modulation. We use random interleavers and the two SISO equalization algorithms-MMSE-NA and MMSE-MF-which are based on the MMSE criterion and are presented in [8] , are employed to determine the linear equalizer coefficients. The MMSE-NA method computes the MMSE set of coefficients assuming no a priori (NA) LLRs while the MMSE-MF method minimizes the MSE assuming perfect a priori LLRs in which the coefficients approach to those of a matched filter (MF). The log-domain MAP decoder, presented in [28] , is employed and ten iterations are carried out.
The number of taps used in the feedforward and feedback filters for given channel conditions are often determined empirically in a brute-force manner, since no method for optimal filter length (for most operating conditions) are known other than exhaustive search. However, in this paper, the linearized BER transfer and EXIT chart methods are applied to aid the search for such an optimal number of taps such that the mutual information measured from the equalizer output LLRs is maximized, or the BER measured from the equalizer outputs is minimized. Fig. 14(a) shows the output mutual information versus the number of taps in the feedforward and feedback filters of MMSE-NA equalization for channel . Thus, we can determine the expected marginal benefit of additional filter taps by observing the improvement in the associated mutual information, which leads to a reduction in BER. Although it is not shown here, the BER transfer functions can be employed for these applications. By following this approach, the number of taps determined in the feedforward path and the feedback path are summarized in Table I . Fig. 14(b) shows the BER measured from computer simulations for different numbers of feedforward and feedback filters, and , respectively. As predicted in Fig. 14(a) , and show the best BER for channel and the simulated BER well supports this predictive analysis.
The measured BER and mutual information are compared in Table II , where an MMSE-NA SISO equalizer is employed [8] . The BER and mutual information at the two end points are computed using the derived formulae (presented in Section III-A and III-B). We see that our BER analysis results match the simulation results well at the two end points. Hence, by computing these two values, the potential iterative processing gain can be determined in terms of BER and mutual information, without re- Table II . For example, it would be concluded that turbo equalization is more useful for channels and . This is in line with the results in Section III-C (Fig. 11) . We also estimated the BER and mutual information by considering a truncated impulse response, containing about 99% energy of , and compared the results in Table III . With less than 4% error, we can achieve an additional computational complexity reduction as shown in Table IV , where 20 sample points in the axis of an EXIT chart and coded bits are considered for an empirical method [8] . As mentioned in Section II-B, the linearized BER transfer and EXIT analyses save computations.
The linearized BER transfer charts can be also employed to estimate the BER that would be obtained during intermediate iterations. As summarized in Table II , the estimated BERs are close to these obtained through simulations but are underestimated due to the linear approximation. The mismatches are more noticeable for channel , since the linear interpolation appears to predict BER transfer characteristics optimistically. Further, the required number of iterations for convergence, where the BER is not significantly further improved, can be also predicted. Table V compares simulation results with these predicted. Fig. 15 shows two different SISO equalizer EXIT functions (MMSE-NA and MMSE-MF presented in [8] ) over the channel . For small (unreliable soft information), MMSE-NA equalizers produce more reliable output LLRs, but MMSE-MF produces more reliable output LLRs near convergence. These results are in line with assumptions made in computing approximate MMSE solutions in [8] . The MMSE-NA equalizer ignores by setting , and, hence, performs better in the unreliable a priori LLR region by de-emphasizing . The MMSE-MF assumed to be perfect and, hence, produces more reliable near , but in the unreliable region, poor degrades the quality of more than in MMSE-NA as shown in Fig. 15 . Thus, the iterative behavior of these two equalization algorithms can be compared without reliance on simulations. Further, these different evolution characteristics motivated an adaptive turbo equalization approach, where the choice of the equalization algorithm (where MMSE-NA and MMSE-MF are available) is adapted to the state of the iterative procedure [8] , [29] - [31] . Our linearized EXIT chart analysis can be used to predict the switching point, where the two equalizer EXIT functions cross [31] . Thus, in Fig. 15 , switching from MMSE-NA to MMSE-MF is expected after the third iteration. With this predicted switching point, the resulting BER for "switching turbo equalization" [29] - [31] is demonstrated in Fig. 16 , where BF denote a brute-force switch method and the number in the parenthesis is the number of executed iterations. In a BF switching, the switch to MMSE-MF occurs after turbo equalization with MMSE-NA has converged. As shown in Fig. 16 , the switching turbo equalization with the predicted switching point demonstrates the best BER after the sixth iteration. After the tenth iteration, in the middle of SNR range, the BF method shows the better BER, but for high SNR values, the switching method predicted from our analysis show the best BER even with six iterations. Hence, the predicted switching scheme shows better BERs than MMSE-NA and MMSE-MF turbo equalization and faster convergence than a brute-force scheme. complexity in comparison with conventional methods for generating such EXIT functions. Estimation of the BER evolution of the symbol estimates is accomplished by linearizing the BER transfer characteristics. Similarly, evolution of the mutual information between the transmitted symbols and their LLRs can be estimated by approximating the EXIT functions as linear. These linearized BER transfer and EXIT function methods enable us to determine the efficacy of turbo equalization systems for a given application, such as a given channel impulse response and SNR regime and to predict the iterative BER behavior and the SNR required to achieve a desired BER. Some applications are demonstrated and verified through computer simulations. These linearized methods may serve to aid a communication system designer to appropriately choose equalization parameters in implementing turbo equalization systems without reliance on extensive computer simulations.
